1. (Fewer, Less) than three weeks remain until our trip to Disney World.

2. The GED preparation course took Christina (fewer, less) than three weeks to complete.

3. Christina completed the GED preparation course in three (fewer, less) weeks than James did.

4. (Fewer, Less) students enrolled in Mr. Asper’s sociology class this year than last year.

5. The answer key to the worksheets costs (fewer, less) than ten dollars.

6. (Fewer, Less) than seven teachers signed up for the workshop; therefore, it was cancelled.

7. Every morning, Leslie must walk (fewer, less) than four miles to school.

8. Every morning, Leslie must walk (fewer, less) miles to school than Martin.

9. Mehnag smoked (fewer, less) cigarettes this week than she did last week.

10. (Fewer, Less) than six cases of copier paper remain in the storage room.

11. Roderick consumes (fewer, less) salt during his meals now that he has been diagnosed with high blood pressure.

12. Pat decided to eat (fewer, less) pastries for breakfast than he normally does.

13. Pat decided to drink (fewer, less) soda for lunch than he normally does.
14. People wear (fewer, less) clothing in Miami than they do in Boston.

15. Jesse ate (fewer, less) strawberries than Ellen [ate].

16. Jesse drank (fewer, less) grape juice than Ellen [drank].

17. Lisa takes (fewer, less) time in finishing a test than Jenny.

18. Lisa takes (fewer, less) minutes in finishing a 5K run than Jenny.

19. Bert can sprint forty meters in (fewer, less) than six seconds.

20. It costs (fewer, less) than five dollars to eat a good breakfast at Denny’s.

21. Jackson makes (fewer, less) dollars per hour than Danny.

22. No (fewer, less) than ten thousand people attended the concert in Dayton.

23. (Fewer, less) people attended the concert in Cincinnati than in Dayton.

24. There are (fewer, less) players on the rugby squad this year than there were last year.

25. No (fewer, less) than seven buildings are planned for the resort.

26. The resort will comprise (fewer, less) than ten acres.

27. Olivia brought (fewer, less) pencils to school than Anna.